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switch lang in installer does nothing

Status
 Closed

Subject
switch lang in installer does nothing

Version
  20.x
  21.x

Category
  • Error
  • Usability
  • Regression
  • Release Blocker

Feature
  Installer (profiles, upgrades and server-related issues)
  i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)

Resolution status
  Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
  Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
  Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0)

Description
Installer allows to set language for the tiki site admin in the first screen of tiki-install.php. This used to work for years. I tested in 20.x and 21.x and it doesn't change lang of the interface. Tested with Catalan and Spanish, in case it matters. No change, installer continues in step 2 in English.

Solution
Not sure who fixed it but it works for me on 21.0 beta

awesome, fix confirmed, thks for reporting, jonny!

Importance
  9

Easy to solve?
  8

Priority
  72

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID 7120

Created  
Monday 08 July, 2019 09:06:11 GMT-0000  
by Xavier de Pedro

LastModif  
Saturday 22 February, 2020 12:39:05 GMT-0000

Comments

[Xavier de Pedro 23 Nov 19 18:48 GMT-0000]

added tag as a release blocker, since imho, this deserves it (it would be such an awful impression for non-English users at the first step attempting to install tiki, that we might have a proper look at it at some point before releasing the new LTS which Tiki21 will be)

[Jonny Bradley 23 Nov 19 19:38 GMT-0000]

I totally agree, almost the definition of a blocker. Will look in to it (someone revamped it recently ;)

[Benoit Roy 27 Nov 19 03:46 GMT-0000]

I may have fix this.  
Latest 18x also had this issue.
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